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Following the lines of [13] we introduce the classes of mixed smoothness 
ga”,“(J?‘), L$(T”), y&“(Zn) for a multi-index n = (al ,..., a,). Such classes are 
naturally tied up with the study of semi-elliptic differential and difference 
equations. 
Besides a brief presentation of such classes, we concentrate our research 
on the study of mixed homogeneous multipliers with homogeneity /3 = 
(PI ,..., p,J and their preservation of mixed homogeneous Hiilder classes Yew, 
for a different multi-index a. 
In the last paragraph we apply the results to produce various improve- 
ments of the classical Schauder’s estimates, for differential and difference 
equations, in the parabolic and elliptic case. 
1. THE HOLDER CLASSES OF MIXED SMOOTHWESS 
It is common, in the study of partial differential equations, to 
introduce classes of smoothness where the regularity changes from 
variable to variable. In parabolic equations, for instance, twice as 
much smoothness is expected in the x-variable than in the t-variable. 
Let 01 = 011 )...) lx,); 1 = a1 < ag .*’ < c$ . ( We will consider 
classes of the type 
where {ej}jn=, denotes a preselected basis of RTL. Clearly the classes are 
different for different basis. 
Like in the case 01 = (1, I,..., 1) (see [8, 3, 15, 10, 16, 9, 13]), we can 
make use of Fourier multipliers to study these classes. In fact, once we 
make a basic change in the stretch of the variables, the extension, to 
the mixed smooth case, of the results in [1.5] and [I 31 is straight- 
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forward. We will quote the main results needed for this paper and 
refer the reader to [13] for their proof. 
For the multi-index a = (CQ ,..., a,), 1 = 01~ < No . .. < uTL , we set 
A% = (Xbccl )...) X~*X%) and $c,&x) = #(ham), / E / = CT=, 01~ .
Let Y&(X) denote the homogenous metric associated to the multi- 
index z (see [5]), satisfying Y&X -t y) < r,(x) + yu( y), r,(hux) = 
AY,(x), Ye = 1 when j x 1 = 1. 
Let 
f(x) == -F(f)(x) = J;. exp(2ni(~:, y}) f(y) dy, 
f’(x) =-= .B-‘(f)(x) = = !,. exp( -27ri(.v, yi) .f(y) dy. 
We will denote with f  *g the convolution off withg. M(R’“) will denote 
the space of finite Bore1 measures and &i’(R%) its Fourier transform. 
L”(R’“) with norm jj . jlP , denotes the spaces ofpth integrable functions. 
Let S’(Rn) denote the space of all temperate distributions, N the 
subspace of all polynomials. Set S’(R”\(O)) = S’(R”)/N. S’(R”\{O}) 
is the dual of the subspace, S(Rn\{O}), of rapidly decreasing functions 
such that if f  E S(Rn\{O}) then (@f/&)(O) = 0 for every p. 
If $ denotes a radial function belonging to C”(R”\{O}), $J + 0, 
we set 
=e,K(Rn) = if; f E S’(RTL\{O}), 
such that sw(lIf * #;Aaj iJD X-9 = lifll,,, < ml,. A>0 
9: K is a Banach space. Moreover the choice of # is irrelevant in the 
definition of the class. 
The classes g$ n L” have been widely studied. See [l, 11, 14, 161. 
We may choose # so that EL_, $J(~+(x) = 1, x # 0 (see [lo]). 
For f E Z$ we set 
.s;yf) = f *;2*,, *f. 
-N 
Clearly 9;l( f^ ) E Lp(R”) and F;‘(j) converges to f in S’(Rn\{O)). 
DEFINITION 1. I . A continuous function q is said to be Tauberian 
iff given x # 0, there exists X > 0, such that I # 0. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let f  E ZzJR”&) and 17 E l@(P) satisfying either: 
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(1) If K > 0, q(x) I@)-~ E A?Z(R”) (r( .) metric associated 
to c7), 1 > K; 
(2) if K < 0, y(x) r(x)l E II?!( I > -K; or 
(3) ;f K = 0, q(x)[r(~)~ + r(+] E &(Rn), I + 0. 
Then 
(a) 11 9;l(j) * 7~~) jjll < %Yfl (1 f ljPz,, A” independently of N. 
tb) KKf> * rli-iw converges in Lp(R”) to a limit as N -+ co ; 
we call such limit f + rj+, . 
Moreover, $7 E iI? is Tauberian and for f E S’(Rn\{O)) such that 
S”y”( f ) E LP(Rn) we have 
1: ?7;nz, * G1(.P,l!, < CA”, then f  E L?cK and Ij f  I:zz K -( C,,C. 
For the proof of this theorem we refer the reader to [13]. 
When p -= a3 and K > 0, the classes Y$. can be identified with 
subspaces of C(Rn) as follows: 
Let ,B = (pi ,..., ,Q) be a multi-index of nonnegative integers. If 
for every P, (QG P> -# K gZ,K(Rn) can be represented by the class 
of continuous functions, f, such that (a,‘i%)O f 6 C(R”) for all /3, 
(R, /31) -:: K, and 
(1) (a;a.q (f)(O) == 0, for all /3, (a, /!I:\ < K. 
(2) Sup {’ Ll,a((S/aZ)” (J))(X); 1 h 1K-‘“‘“‘> = I: f i’,zE.K < Co. 
R,K-l<(a,E)<K 
rtRnshtR+ 
4hor(f)@) = .f@ + h”l) - .ic(& h”l = (h”‘,..., h”ra). 
When there exist a value of ,8, such that (01,p j = K, Conditions (1) 
and (2) must be modified to 
(la) (8,/&~)“(f) E C(Rn), for all /3; (N, /3> < K. If {ej} is a basis 
for Rn, there also 
(8iix)4 (f)(ej) = 0 forallj and p, (ci,p>=K-I]. 
Pa) 
SUP 
R,K-l<(aJ><K 
seR”.hsR+ 
+ sup 
R,<ol.B)=K-I 
(1 fl~,((a/ax)~ (f))(X) I h I-‘> = ;‘fl’,,,, < 0s. 
rsRn IER , + 
Again we refer the reader to [13] for the proof of this result. 
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The following is a useful embedding theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. 5?$(Rn) C Z:,,(P), continuously, whenp < Y < w 
and I = K $- 1 OL /((l/r) - (l/p)), (I < K). 
For fixed p, 01 the classes 5?$ are all isomorphic. The isomorphism 
is performed by the translation invariant operators 
mwn(f))h == ,&>” f. 
More precisely, R,,,(Z$) = “LP$--,n . 
If we define Z!&,(P) following the lines of [7]; f E HE,(P) iff 
f~ S’(P), and SUPS,,, I(sl/;lz, -i--f)(~)/ EL*(P), where # is a radial 
function of S(P) with 
s 
G”(x) & = 4(O) = I; then Tz,K(Rn) = [H$(R”)]* 
R" 
where K = (lip - 1) j 01 1, 0 <p < 1. 
Although the multiplier theorems of [13, Chapter 41 remain valid, 
with the obvious changes, for the classes Sz,, we quote only the most 
useful ones. Let (BMO),(P) stand for the class of locally integrable 
functions f, such that 
sup Iz-Ial * 
zeRn,h>O ! lUlS-1 
.f I (x + @YJ - %(f)l dY = !Ifl’(BMO), < m> 
where 
a,(f) = h-la1 J ,v,slf(~ + hY) dY* 
THEOREM 1.3. Let T,!,(f) = (mf)” * T,,, maps YzK(R1*) (or 
.2?~,,(P)) into itself ifs m’ E Z,l,,(Rn). 
THEOREM 1.4. (BMO) =(I@) C 2?~,(P); therefore ;f T,, maps 
L”(P) into (BMO) .(P), then m” t 9i,o(Rn). 
THEOREM 1.5. If T,,, maps L”(P) into S?:,(P) then 
(i) T,, maps Lp(R”) into Lp(R”) when 114 = (lip) - (K/j E [), 
I <p, 2 < a. 
(ii) T,,L maps L ‘“‘/K(R”) into (BMO) ,(P). 
The classes Z?$JP) represent regularity in the small as well as at 
large. The two classes that stand specifically for each of these aspects 
are ZgK( T”) and 9zJP). 
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Following the notation of [13], we set L?&(P) C S'(Tn\{O}) such 
that, Ii f Il~p,n,,o--) = supa> (a-” llf * fib, IILw9) < 0-J. 
9&(Zn) will denote the subspace of S’(Zfi\(O}) with support in 
A,??, ‘[i1 ‘A, l&I]” C (x, 1 x 1 < 1,‘2}, such that 
where FT , F;l denote the periodic Fourier transform in Tn. 
Observe that when a > 4, f E S’(T”\(O}), then #;a=1 v f = 0. 
It is a straightforward consequence of Theorems (1.3) and (1.4) 
that if m E C”(P\{O}) and m(kx) = m(x), then T, maps LY~,~(R~) 
into itself for anyp +, 1 < p < a3. Similarly the periodic counterpart, 
when f E S’( T”\(O)), 
and the discrete counterpart, when f E S’(Z”\{O)), 
define bounded operators in 9$,(Tn) and 9$(P) respectively. 
When m is homogeneous with respect to a different homogeneity, 
instead, the results are quite different. We devote the next chapter to 
their study. 
2. NONSTANDARD MULTIPLIERS 
Let a: = (0~~ ,..., a,), p = (& ,..., fi,) be two multi-index as before; 
let I be the largest real number such that a: - Z/3 > 0 (i.e., nj - I& 3 0, 
1 < j ,< n). Divide the set {l,..., n> into two blocks; j E J iff 
OIj - lp, := 0. 
Set JC = (j, j 4 J}, split Rn = RJ x RJC. If m E C”(R”\(O)), with 
m(Px) = m(x) we have 
THEOREM 2.1. The following three statements are equivalent. 
(1) Trn is a bounded multiplier operator in S$(T*) for 
l<p<cXL 
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(2) m(eJ, -) E fi(RJC) where cJ E RJ, (E~)~ = 51. 
(3) rn(OJ ) XJC) is constant. 
Proof. (1) + (2). Set 
9(t) = I when 1 <. ; t ; < 2 
-0 if it:>4 Or iti <$ ‘. ‘. 
(b(t) = 1 when / t I < 1 
-0 when / t I > 2, 
both nonnegative and belonging to C”(R). 
Let +J@) = njsJ y(xj> ’ “jsJC +(xj). It follows from Theorem 1.3 that 
if T,,, is a bounded multiplier in 9?zK then 
pwJ(J IILqp)) < co. 
, 
In virtue of the homogeneity properties of m, 
and I/~(~“-~(x) converges pointwise and boundedly to nj,J g)(xi), as h 
tends to zero. Therefore, m(x) 7i,J q(xi) E Ii?( and since the restric- 
tion to a lower dimensional subspace of the Fourier transform of a 
measure is still the Fourier transform of a measure (see [2, 4]), 
m(EJ , *) E l@(RJc). 
(2) --+ (3). In virtue of the homogeneity properties of m, 
But, since m(PJcJ, xJc) + m(0, xJc) as X -+ 0, x # 0, it follows that 
the homogeneous function m(0, xJc) belongs to &‘(RJc), and therefore 
it must be constant. 
(3) -+ (1). We proceed to prove first that m(eJ , -) as well as 
belong to @(RJ’). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that m(OJ , xJc) ==I 0. Let 
r(a) denote the homogenous metric such that r(Px) = k(x). Then 
m(<J, XJC) = ?+-‘(EJ ,  XJC) .d), 
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and 
(aja.vy (rn(EJ ) XJC)) = Y(EJ , sJc)-(“@) [(iidx)’ rnpy6J ) XJC) Iv’), 
and since ][(a/&>Y(m)](r-B(~J, xJc) x’) < C,+~(E~, xJ~), for any 
y, j y ; > 0. As a consequence of Bernstein’s lemma (see [13]), 
[(~~&v)vz](~~, .) E M(RJC) for any y, 1 y / 2 0. 
Let T(x) = 7TjeJ dxjh we will prove first that m(x) v2(x) belongs to 
I@(RIL). Let x E R--l!, xj 3 0, 1 < j < x. 
m(.x) ?+) 7)(x) 
-’ (a@J)[m~]((t~).r, .L^Jc) dtJ T(X) 
I!8 
5 (s,‘,, .‘. Ill,, [(i’axJ)Y(m)]((tx), ) .~Jc)[(a!a.r,)8~]((tx)J ) IvJC) dtJ 1 r/(x). 
In the above identities t, = (t. 31 ,...) tj,), 6,3x, = b/(ax, .*. ax. $6 ). 
If we denote with [*I$ the inverse Fourier transform in RJ 
and hence, i/[XR+m+]“(zJ, .)!lM(a~c) < C, . Observe that integrating 
by parts the last integral, we can also obtain 
for any 1 3 0, 
m77 
2 ^ n 
each quadrant 
E M(R ) 
. s 
A 
It is easy to see that the above is the worst possible case, that is, 
if k is a subset of (l,..., n> and we set #k as before, the result for tiJ 
and the regularity of m away from the origin show that 
Finally if we set # = &. #I< , tJ is a nice Tauberian function and 
llb3h91’ilMkn~ < C, when X < 4. Hence, Tr,L is a bounded multiplier 
operator in 9f,K(Tn), for all p, 1 < p < a. 
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Theorem 2.1 has a counterpart in 9$(Z’1), and therefore, in 
=e,K(W. 
Let s be the smallest real number such that LX - s/3 < 0; let L be 
the subset of {I,..., n) where aj - Spj = 0. Then: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let m E C”(R”\(O}), m(h”x) = m(x); the foElowing 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) T,, is a bounded multiplier operator in 9$(ZPL) for all p, 
l<p<oo. 
(2) rn(EL , *) E A?(R”“). 
(3) m(OL j X~C) is constant. 
Blending Theorems 2.1 and 2.2: 
THEOREM 2.3. If m E C”(Rn\(0)), m(Px) = m(x), J and K as 
before, then 
(1) ‘r, is bounded in .9z,K(Rn), for allp, 1 ,< p < GO; 
(2) rn(~~, *) E l@(RJc) and rn(~~, *) E l@(RLC); 
(3) m(0, , ,xJc) and “(0, , xLc) are constants. 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 follow with the dual arguments of Theorem 
2.1 and the observation that T,,, is bounded in Sz,.(Z”), 1 < p < cc, 
iff 
When m E C”(R”\{O}), m(h%) = m(x), x f 0, the operator Tt,o is 
bounded in Lp, for allp, 1 < p < co. Moreover, 11 Tmj[ztp(LP,LP) z O(p), 
as p tends to infinity. Therefore, a modified version of [13, 
Theorem 5.131 proves 
THEOREM 2.4. If f E 9$(P), then 
/I T,(f) * $;h>) l~L1cTej < ChK ln(l:‘A) ilf!I~~,~m, , x < 4. 
Theorems 2.4 and 2.1 have the following counterpart. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let m be as in Theorems 2.1 and 2.4. If m(0, , xJc) is 
not constant, 
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Proof. Clearly it suffices to prove the theorem in two variables for 
01 = (1, a) and /3 = (1, 1). In this case ~$0, x.,~) = ~$0, y). Since 
m(t), y) is not a constant we may assume that m(0, y) = sgn( y). 
Call 
R(x, y) = y(x2 + yy-l/Z, 5q.q y) = tn(x, y) - qx, Y). 6 E c”(~2dw 
and 6(x, 0) = 0. Therefore, in virtue of Theorem 2. I, 
that is, it suffices to prove (2.5.1) for R instead of m. 
Since it suffices to prove the result for one value of K, we may assume 
that K is small. 
Let c and d be two integers such that 2 < d < c, c < da. Set 
f(x, y) = f dFyn(y) eidf12, 
n=1 
where 
A simple calculation (see [13]), shows that f E TzK( T2) for K < 1 ia. 
On the other hand, if we choose $J with support in 
and #(x,y) = 1 when 1,2 < x < 1, -1 <y < 1, then 
T,(f) * &“&)(X, y) := dwyn(y) &d”J’ 
where 
But fn(O) 2 Con, hence J TR(f) * #ydnaJ j > d-nKCOn, and the 
theorem follows. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we discuss some of the applications of Theorem 3.1, 
3.2, and 3.3 to partial differential and difference equations. 
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Let P(D) be a parabolic differential equation of Petrovski type, that 
is 
where 
P(D) =:: c a,(a’ix)~ - D, , x E R’“, t E R, 
/ I, .; ,I? 
for simplicity we will assume that the coeficients a, are constants. 
Consider any solution u of the problem P(D)[u] = fin Q x [0, T], 
where u ELF~,~(Q x [0, T]) (see [6, 12]), and f is locally in 
5Q’ioJQ x (0, T)) for iy. = (01~ ,..., so, ~i/m). The localization in 
Q” x (0, T) is performed by fitting .sT”+I in a small neighborhood of 
the point. 
THEOREM 3.1. For u as above, ;f CQ < N,, , then D,yu and Dtu 
belong to LZ’~,,JsZ x (0, T)), j y I < m. On the other hand, if we 
consider the equivalent deference equation, the corresponding result holds 
f or 011 2, a(, , In particular, when 01~ = mn, , for the classical discrete 
Hiilder classes. 
Proof. It suffices to consider the multipliers xy;(Po(ix) - it), 
it/(P,(ix) - it); where PO(x) = &=,,l a,x” and i y / = m. Both 
multipliers are homogeneous of degree zero with respect to the 
homogenity /3 L- (I,..., 1, m); there the larger r such that CL -- $3 2 0, 
is a0 - rm = 0 or r = so/m. Hence J = (1 ,..., n}, JC -= (ti + 11. 
By Theorem 3.1 it suffices to verify that m(OJ , t) is constant, and this 
clearly happens in both cases. 
Theorem (3.1) is a considerable extension of the classical Schauder 
estimates in the parabolic case, see [I, 121. 
A final example in R2 concerns Laplace’s equation. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let du = f, in J2 C R2, with u E L,2(L?) and 
f E 9’~,,c(8), N = (ml , a2). For any such m, D,%, Dzcl/u, D,% belong to 
=%1”.(Q). 
Proof. As in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, the proof follows from the 
analysis of the multipliers x2!(x2 + y”), ~yi(x” + y”), and y2:‘(x2 + y”). 
Remark. In this case the result applies to zx”(Zz) as well. 
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